
Straight Wavy Body Wave Deep Wave Curly YakiJackson Wave

HAIR:  Remy Pure, Remy Mixed

APPLICATION: Bulk, Machine Weft, Hand Weft, Micro Weft, Keratin I-Tips, Keratin             
                          U-Tips, Silicon I-Tips, Silicon U-Tips, Micro-Rings (Loops), Clip-Ons, 
                          Call for Other

TEXTURE: Straight, Wavy, Body Wave, Deep Wave, Jackson Wave, Curly, Yaki, 
                   Call for Other

CONSISTENCY: Double-Drawn, Single-Drawn

COLOR: See Color Chart (Special Colors on Request)

LENGTH: Standard: 14, 18, 22; Special Order: 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 30, 32, 34, 36; 
                                  Call for Other

PACKAGE SIZE: 
 Bulk Hair: 100 grams (3.5 ounces), 200 gm, 300 gm, 400 gm, 500 gm, 700 gm,  
                   1.0 kg,1.5 kg, 2.0 kg, 3.0 kg, 4.0 kg, 5.0 kg, 7.0 kg, 10.0 kg, 15.0 kg,                     
                             20.0 kg, 30.0 kg, 40.0 kg, 50.0 kg, 75.0 kg, 100.0 kg, Call for Other
 Wefts: 1 Pack (100 grams / 3.5 ounces / 0.25 lbs) 
 Keratin Tips: 25 Tips 
 Silicon Tips: 25 Tips 
 Loops: 25 Loops 
 Clip-Ons: Standard Set (1-9" weft, 1-7" weft, 2-6" wefts, 4-1.5" wefts), 
                            Call for Other 

QUANTITY: 1-20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500,                
                    1,000, Call for Other

SHIPPING: INTL Express (1D), INTL Priority (2-3BD), INTL Standard (5-7BD) 
                    [FREE for Bulk Orders]

SINGLE DRAWN

DOUBLE DRAWN

Bulk Hair

Weft

Tips

MicroRings

Clip-Ons

If you have a special color request, please contact us.

#1B Natural Black #2 Dark Brown #4 Medium Brown #6 Brown #8 Coco Brown#1 Black

#14 Golden Blonde #22 Light Blonde #24 Ash Blonde #613 Platinum Blonde #60 White Blonde#12 Golden Brown

Toll Free (877) HAIR-311
www.salonlabs.com
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The Ultimate in Human Hair Extensions
style requires a foundation

Originally founded in New York by an alliance of oncologists as a non-profit supplier of 
high quality hair prosthetics to radiation and chemotherapy patients, SalonLabs has 
evolved into a commercial venture providing the ultimate in human hair extensions to 
the beauty industry. SalonLabs supplies only retail clients interested in bulk orders – we 
do not serve end consumers directly.

SalonLabs is distinguished from the other thirty Indian manufacturers by both our company-owned manufactur-
ing facility in India and our own distribution office in the United States (Ann Arbor, Michigan). This allows us to 
supply U.S. retailers directly, at wholesale rates, and with hair which is definitively from India.

Importantly - contrary to popular belief - damage from chemicals, coloring, and heat 
drying is essentially irreparable. Hair genetics and hair care define the inherent quality 
of human hair. Microscopically, the hair follicles sourced by SalonLabs demonstrate 
relatively undamaged cuticles (coating) resulting from a lifetime of care - free of over-
washing, coloring, heat drying, and chemical processing. SalonLabs applies a silicon 

SALONLABS

SalonLabs serves clients seeking the highest quality human hair in the world. We 
believe virgin Indian hair (aka Remy) cannot be matched in luster, body, versatility, and 
durability. What our competitors market as “premium” is identical to our source hair – 
and the only product developed at our facilities. SalonLabs products are guaranteed to 
the highest standards of customer satisfaction.

SUPERIOR QUALITY

SUPERIOR PROCESSING

SUPERIOR PRICE by SOURCING DIRECT

wash coat to lock these undamaged cuticles in a protective environment to deliver our clients the highest quality 
hair in the world.

Toll Free (877) HAIR-311
www.salonlabs.com

SalonLabs   

COMPARE COSTS
Retailer
 200+%

 Distributor
100%75%

As a physician familiar with the management of complex medical conditions, I learned the importance of simplicity and control at every level. 
At SalonLabs, we integrated every step of the hair development cycle, from source acquisition to processing and packaging, under one 
umbrella. By eliminating the middleman, we have been able to provide our retail clients direct access to the ultimate in human hair at the “raw” 
price – undercutting the entire market. Style requires a foundation. SalonLabs delivers it to you one satisfied customer at a time. I take pride 
knowing we remain the global partner you trust (and a privileged supplier of cancer centers and hospitals at near cost).

Shravan Kambam, M.D., DABR, CEO SalonLabs
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